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Since the beginning of nuclear power generation, the burnup of nuclear fuel 

has steadily increased to improve economic and energy efficiency. Under these 

conditions, nuclear fuel phenomena that were not previously considered were 

observed. To this end, various related studies have been conducted. Fuel 

fragmentation, relocation, and dispersal (FFRD) or corrosion by oxidation cause 

embrittlement of nuclear fuel, which adversely affects the integrity of the fuel. 

Recently, as the acceptance criteria for emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) 

have been revised worldwide, the nuclear fuel phenomena under high burnup 

conditions have been considered in the acceptance criteria. In addition, the 

consideration of the inner oxidation and thermal resistance effect by the CRUD 

and oxide layer was added as modeling requirements. In Korea, ECCS acceptance 

criteria have been revised since 2016. 

In the field of safety analysis, it has become important to accurately reflect the 
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nuclear fuel behavior. Therefore, there is a need for multi-physics-coupled 

analysis that includes a nuclear fuel code. In particular, because the fuel rods are 

in contact with the subchannel, it is important to consider the realistic feedback 

phenomenon by coupling the thermal-hydraulic and nuclear fuel analysis. 

Domestic research institutes have already developed coupled codes such as 

MATRA-FRAPCON and MCS-CTF-FRAPCON, and the optimal core state can 

be derived using the aforementioned multi-physics coupling analyses. However, 

those studies have limitations with respect to performing a transient analysis 

because FRAPCON can only analyze steady-state conditions. 

In this study, a thermal-hydraulic and nuclear fuel coupled code for a transient 

analysis was established. For the thermal-hydraulic analysis code, CUPID, which 

is a three-dimensional (3D) two-phase fluid analysis code developed by the Korea 

Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI), was selected. In previous studies, 

cross flow, and turbulent mixing models. were implemented and validated for the 

CUPID subchannel scale analysis. In addition, verification and validation for the 

depletion calculation were performed when coupling with the neutron transport 

code, nTER developed by KAERI. For the nuclear fuel analysis, FINIX, which 

was developed by the Finnish research institute—VTT, was selected. FINIX 

specializes in coupled analyses, and it can analyze both the steady-state and the 

transient state. In addition, VTT implements and validates various models to 

simulate thermal-mechanical behavior within nuclear fuel considering burnup 

effects.  

For the coupled analysis, a TCP/IP-based socket communication method was 

adopted. Owing to the characteristic of the nuclear fuel code, one code can 

simulate only one fuel rod. When performing a coupled analysis for multiple rods, 
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for the transient analysis, it is necessary to run the fuel codes simultaneously. 

Therefore, single-port and multi-port methods were adopted to find an efficient 

FINIX parallelizing method. The multi-port method and single-port method have 

the advantage of minimizing code modification and good extensibility, 

respectively. It is proposed that the multi-port method be used for small-scale 

calculations and the single-port method for large-scale calculations. 

To confirm the validity of the coupling, the verification of the CUPID-FINIX 

coupled code was performed on the postulated transient situation. For the VERA 

benchmark single assembly, the beginning of cycle (BOC) power distribution 

obtained from the CUPID-nTER coupled analysis was applied. Under the constant 

power condition, the results of the rod temperature reached a steady-state, and the 

expansion in the pellet was observed. After increasing the power of a specific fuel 

rod by a factor of 1.2, the additional expansion of the pellet and increase of the 

centerline temperature of the fuel were confirmed. Furthermore, an increase of the 

coolant temperature in the subchannels around the fuel rod with increased power 

was well demonstrated. 

Next, a VERA quarter core one-cycle normal operation simulation was 

conducted. Among the power distributions obtained in the CUPID-nTER coupled 

analysis, 30 points of information reaching 100% of the power were applied. In 

FINIX, rod deformation models such as swelling, densification, and creep have 

been implemented, and fission gas release and oxidation were considered. The gap 

closing at the middle height due to pellet-cladding contact and contraction of fuel 

rod was demonstrated. The coolant temperature reflecting the change in the flow 

area due to oxide layer growth and rod deformation was compared with the 

CUPID standalone calculation result. Because the change in the flow area was 
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significantly small, the difference in the results was negligible. For the nuclear 

fuel rod temperature results, the lower centerline temperature was predicted in 

FINIX by considering the gap width change and rim effect, which were not 

captured in the CUPID standalone calculations. By performing this analysis, the 

feasibility of the pin-by-pin transient analysis for the whole core reflecting the 

nuclear fuel phenomenon was confirmed. 

In this study, the basis for predicting the pin-by-pin behavior during the safety 

analysis was established. The overall fuel rod data are presented by illustrating a 

histogram of fuel rod distribution results for specific variables. In addition, 

indicators that can be referenced for the future multi-physics coupling analysis 

containing a fuel code were proposed by developing and distinguishing a 

methodology for the simultaneous execution of the nuclear fuel codes. 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………... 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Background 

 

1.1.1 Representative fuel behavior 
 

 

When dealing with nuclear fuel, extremely complex phenomena occur 

simultaneously. Many factors, such as thermal behavior, mechanical behavior, 

chemical behavior, and the effect of radiation, are considered as shown in Figure 

1.1 (Lee. 2019). With the increasing importance of nuclear fuel behavior analyses 

in recent safety analyses, it is necessary to understand these phenomena and 

simulate realistically. 

 

Fission gas release 

 

Approximately 15% of the products produced by fission reactions are noble 

gases composed of xenon and krypton. The fission gas may be accumulated in the 

crystal structure of the pellet or released out of the pellet. If it accumulates inside 

the pellet, it may cause swelling, which is the pellet expansion phenomenon, and 

cause fragmentation owing to the embrittlement of grain boundaries. When 

released into the gap, which is the space between the pellet and the cladding, it 

can cause the inner pressure of the rod to increase and the gap conductivity to 
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decrease, which leads to an increase in the nuclear fuel temperature. There are 

three main mechanisms of emission to the gap: direct recoil, which is emitted 

directly near the surface, knockout, which is emission due to a direct collision, and 

bubble interconnection, which is emission to the outside by the formation of an 

exhaust tunnel along the grain boundary, as shown in Figure 1.2. Gas release by 

bubble interconnection due to thermal diffusion is the most dominant. 

 

Swelling, densification, and creep 

 

All three phenomena are related to mechanical deformation. Swelling and 

densification occur in the pellet, and creep occurs in the cladding. Swelling is a 

phenomenon that causes the expansion of the pellet as fission gas accumulates at 

the grain boundary. Densification is a phenomenon in which the pores inside the 

pellet are recovered as the nuclear fuel temperature increases and the pellet 

shrinks (Figure 1.3). Densification loses its influence after the early phase. 

However, in the case of swelling, it acts for a long time and affects the continuous 

expansion of nuclear fuel, as illustrated in Figure 1.4 (Min et al., 2003). Therefore, 

it leads to gap contraction and pellet cladding interaction. Creep strain is caused 

by a pressure difference and can be defined as a time-dependent strain (Lee et al., 

2017). It is a deformation that contracts when the external pressure is higher than 

the internal pressure and expands when the internal pressure is higher than the 

external pressure, as illustrated in Figure 1.5. 

 

Pellet-cladding interaction 

 

When the gap is closed because of the deformation of the pellet and cladding, 
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there is contact between the pellet and cladding. Stress is directly applied to the 

cladding owing to contact, which causes a problem in terms of integrity. In 

addition, inner oxidation is due to chemical reaction, which can lead to nuclear 

fuel embrittlement and fracture, as shown in Figure 1.6 (Gojan, 2016). From a 

thermal perspective, as the gap is closed, the thermal resistance of the gaseous 

state disappears. Therefore, the section where the temperature rapidly increases 

disappears, causing a phenomenon in which the centerline temperature of the 

nuclear fuel decreases. 

 

Oxidation under high burnup condition 

 

Since the beginning of nuclear power generation, nuclear fuel burnup has 

steadily increased, leading to improved economy and efficiency, as shown in 

Figure 1.7 (Lee, 2016). Therefore, as the nuclear fuel temperature increases, 

various oxidation phenomena have been observed. It was confirmed that inner 

oxidation occurs as a contact layer is formed owing to the contact between the 

pellet and cladding, as shown in Figure 1.8 (Billone et al., 2016). Moreover, in 

relation to the outer oxidation, the degree of ductile-to-brittle transition was 

changed according to the amount of pre-transient hydrogen content, as illustrated 

in Figure 1.9 (Billone et al., 2016). Considering these phenomena, the ECCS 

acceptance criteria have been revised, and modeling requirements have been 

presented to take into account the inner oxidation and thermal resistance effects of 

the oxide layer for the safety analysis. Oxidation and CRUD thermal resistance 

models are being developed, as shown in Figure 1.10 (Kim et al., 2020). In 

addition, various studies are being conducted to enable the best estimate approach 
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through the development of the multi-physics integrated analysis codes, including 

a fuel analysis. 
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Figure 1.1 Complex fuel behavior (Lee, 2019) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Schematics of fission gas release by bubble interconnection 
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Figure 1.3 Schematics of swelling and densification 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Volume change due to swelling and densification of KNPP-1 and 

KNPP2 fuels (Min et al., 2003) 
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Figure 1.5 Schematics of creep deformation 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6 Shematics of pellet-cladding interaction (Gojan, 2016) 
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Figure 1.7 Domestic PWR fuel average and maximum burnup (Lee, 2016) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8 Inner oxidation due to bonding layer between Zircaloy-4 cladding 

and pellet in H.B. Robinson reactor (Billone et al., 2016) 
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Figure 1.9 Embrittlement oxidation level as a function of pre-transient 

hydrogen content in cladding metal (Billone et al., 2016) 

 

 

 

Figure 1.10 Modeling of Thermal barrier due to oxide layer and CRUD (Kim 

et al., 2020) 
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1.1.2 Previous studies of multi-physics simulation including fuel 
behavior  
 

For a realistic safety analysis, it is important to conduct a multi-physics 

analysis rather than a single physics analysis. In particular, because fuel and the 

subchannel are in direct contact, a realistic feedback effect can be considered by 

reflecting each analysis result. In domestic research institutes, multi-physics-

coupled analyses that include nuclear fuel phenomena have already been 

conducted. There is an implicitly coupled method of modularizing or making 

library files with the nuclear fuel code and an external method that uses socket 

communication. The coupled codes and methods developed in previous studies are 

summarized in Table 1.1. 

In KAERI, coupling between the subchannel analysis module of CUPID and 

FRAPTRAN, which is the nuclear fuel transient analysis code, was attempted to 

enable the transient analysis (Lee, 2019). This study verifies whether coupled 

variables are well transmitted with less than 10 rods (Figure 1.11). 

In the same institution, using MATRA-FRAPCON, single-rod and multi-rod 

coupling methodologies were developed, and the SMART whole core analysis 

was conducted, as shown in Figure 1.12 (Kim et al., 2015). For approximately 

16,000 rods, the thermal-hydraulics analysis was performed considering the 

change in flow area. By performing coupling with the nuclear fuel steady-state 

analysis code, FRAPCON, it was limited to the steady-state analysis using 

constant power distribution. 

UNIST established an integrated multi-physics system by coupling MCS, 

which is a Monte Carlo-based neutronics code, CTF, which is a thermal-hydraulic 

analysis code, and FRAPCON, which is a nuclear fuel code (Yu et al., 2019). The 
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steady-state analysis was performed for the BEAVRS benchmark core, and 

focused mainly on the neutronics analysis. Only one way coupling from CTF to 

FRAPCON was established in the thermal-hydraulics and nuclear fuel coupling 

part. 
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Table 1.1 Domestic multi-physics analysis containing fuel behavior code 

Coupled code Organization Coupling method 

CUPID-FRAPTRAN KAERI FRAPTRAN library 

MATRA-FRAPCON KAERI Socket communication 

MCS-CTF-FRAPCON UNIST Modularized CTF&FRAPCON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.11 CUPID-FRAPTRAN coupled analysis (Lee, 2019) 
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Figure 1.12 MATRA-FRAPCON coupled analysis for SMART whole core 

(Kim et al., 2015) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.13 MCS-CTF-FRAPCON coupled analysis for BEAVRS benchmark 

problem (Yu et al., 2019) 
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1.2 Objective and Scope 

 

With the increase in the advancement of computing power technologies, a 

high-fidelity safety analysis has been developed. In order to obtain the optimal 

core state, it is important to reflect realistic feedback through a multi-physics-

coupled analysis rather than a standalone analysis. Recently, in KAERI, a research 

project was launched to further improve the subchannel module of CUPID for 

nuclear regulation purposes. However, in the previous study, a simple nuclear fuel 

module was implemented in CUPID to enhance the nuclear fuel analysis 

capability. In addition, code coupling between CUPID and nTER, which is a 

neutron transport code, was performed to obtain a multi-physics analysis result of 

the PWR core. However, it was difficult to demonstrate complex fuel behavior 

because only the thermal conductivity and gap conductivity modules were applied 

based on the thermal structure model. Therefore, in this study, FINIX which is a 

nuclear fuel code developed by VTT, was selected for the high-fidelity coupled 

code to supplement the weaknesses of CUPID. The objective of this study is to 

derive the pin-by-pin results of a transient safety analysis. In addition, the goal is 

to provide accurate initial conditions of nuclear fuel for an accident analysis. 

Basically, the socket communication was chosen to minimize code 

modification as a thermal-hydraulics and fuel behavior-coupled methodology. To 

do this, an interface program called FINIX2CPD was established. The nuclear fuel 

code is based on the analysis of one fuel rod for each code execution. However, 

for a transient analysis, the fuel rod analysis must be performed simultaneously 

for all of the nuclear fuel. Moreover, because the analysis of more than 10,000 

fuel rods should be conducted for the reactor core scale analysis, oversubscribing 
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and parallel execution were inevitably required. Various coupling methods were 

considered for the multi-rod analysis in order to select the best performance 

depending on the scale of the calculation. To confirm successful coupling, 

postulated power change calculations were performed for the VERA benchmark 

single assembly with 289 rods. For the practical application of the code after 

verification, calculations were performed under normal operating conditions for a 

VERA quarter core with approximately 14,000 rods. The power input data of one 

cycle was obtained from the CUPID-nTER code result. More realistic feedback 

was taken into account by changing the flow area to reflect the nuclear fuel 

deformation. It is expected that extreme changes in the flow area or blockages 

may be simulated in future accident analyses. 

In Chapter 2, the characteristics of CUPID and FINIX are described, after 

which the coupling methodologies for nuclear fuel the transient analysis are 

presented. By determining the optimal methodology based on the scale of the 

problem, a reference for the future study of fuel code coupling is proposed. In 

Chapter 3, verification results of the coupled code for VERA single assembly are 

presented. The calculation is divided into two phases: phase 1 considers a 

constant-power condition, and phase 2 considers a transient condition with the 

power ramping of one rod. The purpose of this verification is to confirm whether 

the coupling is well established, whether the fuel behavior is reflected, and 

whether the transient situation is well demonstrated. The application results of this 

code on normal operation conditions for the VERA quarter core are presented in 

Chapter 4. Fuel behavior such as fission gas release, internal pressure, rod 

deformation, and oxidation was considered. By conducting a multi-physics 

analysis that reflects the realistic nuclear fuel phenomenon, the simple nuclear fuel 
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module implemented in CUPID was successfully replaced by the fuel code, and 

the feasibility of the pin-by-pin analysis was confirmed for the whole core. Finally, 

the summary of this study and future works are presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2. Coupling methodology of CUPID-

FINIX 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Code description 

 

In this study, the subchannel analysis was performed using CUPID, and the 

nuclear fuel analysis was performed using FINIX. This section presents the 

characteristics of these codes and their coupling features. 

 

2.1.1 Subchannel scale analysis module: CUPID 
 

 

CUPID is a 3D two-phase flow component scale thermal-hydraulic analysis 

code that was developed by KAERI. In a previous study, cross flow, turbulent 

mixing, and void drift models were implemented (Yoon et al., 2018) for 

application to the subchannel scale analysis of the reactor core. The lateral 

convection factor was considered to demonstrate the transverse flow added by 

mixing vane (Lee, 2019). Based on these subchannel models, the verification of 

single-phase and two-phase flow conditions was carried out, and is summarized in 

Table 2.1. As a subchannel analysis module, depletion calculations were 
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performed on the VERA and BEAVRS benchmark problems by coupling with the 

nTER code, which is a neutron transport code developed by KAERI, as shown in 

Figure 2.1 (Choi, 2020). A thermal structure model was implemented in CUPID, 

and it can calculate a one-dimensional (1D) heat transfer. In addition, a modified 

NFI model (Ohira and Itagaki, 1997) was used as a thermal conductivity 

degradation model, and a dynamic gap conductance model (Idaho National 

Engineering Laboratory, 1995) was implemented to consider gap conductivity 

(Choi, 2020). 

Recently, KAERI developed CUPID-RV as a specialized version for the 

reactor core and vessel analysis. Although CUPID uses the subchannel-centered 

geometry, it has 1:1 mapping information with the fuel rods to facilitate the 

coupling with codes that have rod-centered geometry or the nuclear fuel codes. 

Figure 2.2 shows the rod-subchannel connectivity and data transfer mechanism. 

For the data transfer from the subchannel to fuel, each fluid data on the four 

subchannels around the fuel is transmitted to the subchannel, which is connected 

to the target fuel, and then the averaged fluid data is sent to the fuel rod. 

Conversely, for the data transfer from the rod to the subchannel, fuel data are 

transferred to connected subchannels, and then each set of fuel data is collected 

from the subchannels. 
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Table 2.1 Current state of CUPID subchannel module validation 

Tests Validation 

Single-
phase 

Unheated 

CNEN 4x4 mixing test O 
PNL 7x7 flow blockage test O 
CE 15x15 inlet jetting test O 

WH 14x14 inlet blockage test O 

Heated 
WH Zion 1 core exit temperature test - 

PNNL 2x6 buoyancy effect test O 

Two-
phase 

Unheated 
RPI air water mixing test O 
Tapucu two channel test O 

Van der Ros two channel test O 

Headed 

GE 3x3 mixing test O 
CU 4x4 exit flow & enthalpy test - 

ISPRA 4x4 mixing test - 
FRIGG 36 rod (two phase Δ P, void) - 

BFBT 8×8 void distribution test O 
PSBT 5×5 void distribution test O 
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Figure 2.1 CUPID-nTER depeletion calculation for WBN1 cycle 1 (Choi, 

2020)  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 CUPID-RV rod-subchannel connectivity and process of transfer 

data  
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2.1.2 Fuel rod analysis code: FINIX 
 

 

FINIX is a nuclear fuel analysis code developed by the Finnish research 

institute, VTT. One of the development goals is to make it easily compatible with 

other code. Therefore, it has the advantage of being specialized in coupling. The 

philosophy of FINIX is simple, but it provides sufficient performance to obtain 

key parameters that can be derived through a nuclear fuel analysis. Unlike other 

fuel analysis codes, it is integrated so that both steady-state and transient 

parameters can be analyzed. In addition, VTT has implemented various models 

considering the burnup effect, as described in Table 2.2, and performed code-to-

code validation with legacy codes FRAPCON and FRAPTRAN, as shown in 

Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4, respectively. Because some models for large strains are 

not implemented, the accuracy of the transient analysis is somewhat lower than 

that of the steady-state analysis. 

Owing to the characteristic of the nuclear fuel code, it is possible to analyze 

one fuel rod for each code execution. In the case of the steady-state analysis, it can 

be executed sequentially; however, for the transient analysis, all of the rods must 

be analyzed simultaneously so that the results for the changing phenomena can be 

exchanged in real-time. This inevitably leads to a shortage of processors when 

performing the multi-rod analysis, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. An oversubscribing 

situation in which the number of processes exceeds the number of processors must 

occur. Therefore, the parallel execution of FINIX should be considered. In Section 

2.2, the coupling strategies are presented, and an optimal methodology is proposed 

depending on the analysis scale. 
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Table 2.2 FINIX thermal and mechanical model 

Fuel behavior FINIX models 
Gap conductance Ross and Stoute model 

Cladding elasticity - 
Cladding plasticity - 
Cladding oxidation Dyce correlation, MATPRO, Kättö model 

Cladding creep Geelhood model 

Fission gas release 
Forsberg-Massih model(intragranular) 

Pastore model(intergranular) 
Pellet swelling MATPRO 

Pellet densification MATPRO 
Pellet relocation Soft(thermal), Hard(mechanical) 

Radial power distribution TRANSURANUS 
 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3 Validation of FINIX oxidation model compared with FRAPCON 

for OCONEE-15309 (Ikonen et al., 2016) 
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Figure 2.4 Validation of FINIX gap width compared with FRAPTRAN for IFA 

650-5 (Peltonen et al., 2019) 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Characteristics of fuel code execution and inevitable 

oversubscription and parallelization for multi-rod analysis 
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2.2 Coupling methodology 

 

The CUPID-FINIX coupling method adopts a socket communication method 

that can minimize code modification. An interface program was built between the 

two codes to manage socket ports, as well as to control data mapping and 

exchange; the flow chart of CUPID-FINIX is presented in Figure 2.6. As shown in 

Figure 2.7, the calculation proceeds by exchanging data at regular time intervals. 

At this point, CUPID and FINIX have irregular and regular time steps, 

respectively. The thermal-hydraulic coupling variables are the fuel rod-coolant 

heat transfer coefficient and coolant temperature, and the fuel coupling variables 

are the fuel temperature and cladding radius. Three methodologies were devised 

for the simultaneous execution of the nuclear fuel code, as summarized in Table 

2.3. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.3 CUPID-FINIX coupling methodology 

Method 
Number of socket 
ports for N rods 

FINIX 
parallelization 

Analysis 
geometry 

Multi-port N X Single assembly 
Single-port + 
FINIX(MPI) 

1 O Single assembly 

Single-port + 
FINIX(OpenMP) 

1 O 1/4 whole core 
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Figure 2.6 Flow chart of CUPID-FINIX 
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Figure 2.7 Proceeding of CUPID-FINIX calculation 
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2.2.1 Multi-port and single-port 
 

Multi-port and single-port methods are classified based on the number of ports 

to be used for socket communication. The multi-port method minimizes the 

modification of the fuel analysis code and opens the socket ports for all rods, as 

illustrated in Figure 2.8. Therefore, the number of FINIX that must be executed 

corresponds to the number of rods to be analyzed. In addition, the number of ports 

that are opened corresponds to that number. Because there is no need to modify 

the code and no parallelization is required, there is an advantage in that the data 

communication time within FINIX is not required. However, depending on the 

computing environment, the number of ports that can be opened is limited. 

Moreover, the number of program executions increases. As a result, because its 

extensibility is not good, it is suitable only for small-scale calculations with less 

than approximately 1,000 rods.  

The single-port method implements parallelization using MPI or OpenMP 

inside FINIX so that the number of parallel calculations that can be performed 

corresponds to the number of rods input as shown in Figure 2.9; the execution of 

FINIX is required only once. Only the master rank opens a socket port to connect 

with the interface program. Because FINIX is parallelized, there is the need for 

the data communication time and routine to collect the calculated data in the 

master rank and to transmit the received data to each rank. This method has the 

disadvantage of requiring code modification and increasing the communication 

time for collecting and distributing data. However, there is an advantage in that its 

extensibility is guaranteed because only one socket port can be opened for 

multiple rods. These are summarized in Table 2.4. When the calculation was 

performed using 20 CPU cores for 289 rod bundles, the calculation time was 
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approximately 1.2 times longer in the case involving the single-port method as 

opposed to the multi-port method. 
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Table 2.4 Comparison of multi-port with single-port 

Method Multi-port Single-port 

Advantage 
Simple coupling 

Data communication X 
Good extensibility 

Disadvantage Bad extensibility 
Code modification 

Data communication 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Multi-port method of CUPID-FINIX 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9 Single-port method of CUPID-FINIX 
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2.2.2 FINIX parallelization: MPI and OpenMP 
 

In order to implement the single-port method, parallelization of FINIX is 

required. In this study, parallelization was implemented using MPI and OpenMP, 

which are well-known parallelization techniques. The greatest difference between 

the MPI method and the OpenMP method is whether the memory space is shared. 

In the case of MPI, each rank utilizes independent memory through a distributed 

memory space. Therefore, there is a low probability of errors such as memory 

invasion. However, it takes additional time for data communication. In general, a 

compromise should be considered because the improvement in the calculation 

speed through parallelization is contrasted with a reduced performance by data 

communication. In the case of OpenMP, shared memory is used so that each rank 

accesses one memory space. There is a risk of data loss resulting from an invalid 

overlap of data. However, no data communication time is required for gathering 

and scattering. The advantages and disadvantages of each method are summarized 

in Table 2.5. 

The implementation of MPI parallelization into FINIX was conducted by 

including the library MPI routine in the FINIX compilation. After successful 

compilation, the MPI routine can be used as a function. MPI_gather and 

MPI_scatter are used for to send and receive data between the master rank to 

which the socket port is connected and the remaining ranks. In the case of the 

OpenMP method, data transfer is not required between the master rank and the 

other ranks. However, a relatively large number of code modifications are 

required so that variables of each rank do not overlap. In the case involving the 

use of OpenMP, it was confirmed that the socket port connection time 

(initialization), calculation time, and output file creation time (post-processing) 
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were all faster than when using MPI, as described in Figure 2.10. In terms of the 

extensibility and code modification, three methods, namely are multi-port, single-

port with parallelized FINIX using MPI, and single-port with parallelized FINIX 

using OpenMP were considered (Figure 2.11). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.5 Comparison of MPI with OpenMP 

Method MPI OpenMP 

Advantage Easy to parallelize Faster calculation 

Disadvantage Communication time More modification 
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Figure 2.10 Relative calculation time of parallelized FINIX using MPI and 

OpenMP (OpenMP standard=1) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.11 Classification of three coupling methods 
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2.2.3 Additional setting for large-scale simulation 
 

For the whole core analysis, more than 50,000 fuel rods need to be calculated. 

Considering that it is an asymmetrical structure, even if the quarter core is 

analyzed, more than 14,000 fuel rods must be analyzed. Because there is a limit to 

the number of processes that one CPU can handle, it is necessary to find the limit 

and distribute the number of rods appropriately in a cluster computing 

environment consisting of multiple CPU nodes. 

By default, the limits of the number of files and CPU processes are set low for 

security reasons. By increasing these in the system configuration, more rods can 

be distributed to each node. The CPU used in this study and the limit processes in 

this study are given in Table 2.6. For the quarter-core analysis with 14,072 rods 

discussed in Chapter 4, FINIX used 11 nodes with 292 threads, and CUPID used 4 

nodes with 96 threads. The detailed node distribution is presented in Table 2.7. 

It is difficult to use the multi-port method with poor extensibility in large-scale 

calculations. Therefore, the OpenMP parallel method, which has good 

computational performance among single-port methods, is adopted. Unlike 

CUPID, which is parallelized with MPI, FINIX is parallelized by OpenMP. 

Therefore, additional measures are required for node distribution owing to the 

feature of using shared memory. The simplest approach is to manually run FINIX 

on each node. Because it is tedious, the MPI method was adopted only for code 

execution using a Python script. In this way, the execution of FINIX in multiple 

nodes was possible with one click. In addition, the time required for the socket 

connection was significantly reduced, as shown in Table 2.8 and Figure 2.12. 
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Table 2.6 CPU information and maximum processes 

CPU name 
Number of 

cores 
Number of 

threads 
Maximum FINIX 

processes 
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 

E5-2660 v2 @ 2.20GHz 
10 20 ~ 800 

Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 
E5-2680 v4 @ 2.40GHz 

14 28 ~ 1,400 

 

 

 

Table 2.7 Node distribution for VERA quarter core simulation 

Node 
number 

Number of 
threads 

Code 
Number of 
processes 

Processes/thread 

1-2 20/node FINIX 736/node 36.8(over subscribe) 

3-4 20/node CUPID 20/node 1 

5-13 28/node FINIX 1400/node 50(over subscribe) 

14-15 28/node CUPID 28/node 1 
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Table 2.8 Comparison of calculation time (hrs) for preliminary calculation 

(problem time = 30 s) 

Method Initialization FINIX CUPID 
Post-

processing 
Total 

Manual run + 

FINIX(MPI) 
0.98 0.63 1.72 1.47 4.17 

Manual run + 

FINIX(OpenMP) 
0.38 0.31 1.73 1.17 3.28 

Automatic run + 

FINIX(OpenMP) 
0.067 0.30 1.74 1.17 2.97 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12 Relative calculation time of Manual run + FINIX (MPI), Manual 

run + FINIX (OpenMP) and Automatic run + FINIX (OpenMP) 
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Chapter 3. Verification of coupled code 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Problem specification 

 

To verify CUPID-FINIX coupling, a postulated transient situation was 

demonstrated for the VERA benchmark single assembly with 289 rods. The core 

geometry is Watts Bar Nuclear 1 (WBN1), which was designed by Westinghouse. 

Figure 3.1 shows the rod composition and the locations of rod number 181 and 

271, which have relatively high and low power, respectively. CUPID mesh and the 

geometry information used for the verification are described in Figure 3.2. It has 

324 subchannels and 41 meshes in the axial direction. Considering that the top cell 

is a ghost cell, the practical analysis was performed for 40 cells in the axial 

direction. Fuel rod nodes of FINIX were divided into 18 in the radial direction and 

40 in the axial direction. Among the results obtained from the CUPID-nTER code, 

the BOC power was used as the initial power input, as shown in Figure 3.3. The 

calculation conditions for CUPID and FINIX are presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, 

respectively. Because of the verification stage of coupling, only some fuel models 

with a large influence were activated rather than reflecting all actual phenomena 

in FINIX. 

The total problem time is 60 s. The periods from 0–30 s and from 30–60 s 

were designated as phase 1 and phase 2, respectively. In phase 1, the coupled code 

calculation result reached a steady-state under the constant power condition. 
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Moreover, a comparison with CUPID standalone calculation results was 

conducted. Immediately after phase 1, the power of rod number 181 is increased 

by 1.2 times, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. After that, in phase 2, it was confirmed 

that the changed power of the rod was reflected. This calculation was performed 

using the multi-port method and the single-port method with parallelized FINIX 

using MPI. 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.1 CUPID calculation options for VERA single assembly 

Conditions Values 

Pressure 155.13 bar 

Inlet velocity 4.76 m/s 

Initial fluid/solid 
temperature 

565 K 

 

 

Table 3.2 FINIX calculation options for the coupling verification 

Options Description 

Pellet relocation On 

Calculation mode Transient 

Gap conductance 
Ross and Stoute model 

(FRAPTRAN) 
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Figure 3.1 Rod composition of WBN1 hot single assembly 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 VERA benchmark single assembly geometry in CUPID 
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Figure 3.3 BOC Power distribution from CUPID-nTER 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Axial power distribution at rod number 181 and 271 
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3.2 Simulation results 

 

3.2.1 Phase 1: constant power condition 
 

For the initial constant-power condition having a cosine shape, the coupled 

calculation was performed for 30 s and compared with the CUPID standalone 

calculation result. Figure 3.5 shows the coolant temperature distribution. Because 

the same power input was used for the standalone calculation and coupled 

calculation using the multi-port and single-port methods, the coolant temperature 

distributions obtained from three calculations were the same when the steady-state 

was reached. As shown in Figure 3.6, when the coupled calculation was 

performed, the rod deformation could be demonstrated. The maximum strain in 

the cladding was 0.2%, which is negligible. On the contrary, the thermal 

expansion in the pellets was noticeable. Because of this expansion, the thickness 

of the gap was significantly reduced. The thickness of the gap in rod number 181, 

which had a peak power that was 1.14 times higher than that of rod number 271, 

decreased to 70% of the gap width of rod number 271. It was well demonstrated 

that the higher the power, the greater the deformation in the pellet. Figure 3.7 

compares the nuclear fuel temperature distribution in the CUPID standalone and 

CUPID-FINIX calculations. Although the temperature difference at the cladding 

outer surface was negligible, it was confirmed that the nuclear fuel centerline 

temperature showed a difference of approximately 110 K. This difference can be 

explained by the effect of the thermal conductivity and gap conductance. First, 

unlike FINIX, the Lucuta factor that considers the density effect of the porous 

medium was not applied in the thermal conductivity model of CUPID (Eq. 3-1). 
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Therefore, the FINIX calculation underestimates the thermal conductivity 

compared with that of CUPID, as described in Figure 3.8. In addition, the thermal 

conductivity models of CUPID and FINIX showed differences in the gas constant 

and correlation constants; moreover, the change in the gap width cannot be 

simulated in the case of CUPID. For this reason, there is a large difference in the 

gap conductivity calculation (Table 3.3). As a result, the thermal resistance 

increases inside the nuclear fuel because of the lower thermal conductivity and 

gap conductance, which can result in an increased fuel temperature.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lucuta’s recommendation 

� = 1.0789�	
 � �
1.0 + 0.5(1 − �)� (3-1) 

where 

� = thermal conductivity (W/mK) 

��� = thermal conductivity based on 95% theoretical density 

TD = theoretical density 
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Table 3.3 Difference of gap conductance at middle height 

ℎ���(�/ !") CUPID CUPID-FINIX 

Rod number 181 9920.8 7498.0 

Rod number 271 9348.0 6606.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Coolant temperature distribution CUPID standalone (left), CUPID-

FINIX single-port (middle) and CUPID-FINIX multi-port (right) 
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Figure 3.6 Radius of the pellet and cladding in CUPID standalone and 

CUPID-FINIX 
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Figure 3.7 Radial temperature distribution at rod number 181 and 271 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Thermal conductivity model in CUPID and FINIX 
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3.2.2 Phase 2: power ramping condition 
 

A right after phase 1, the power of rod number 181 was increased by 1.2 times. 

As a result, the calculation reached the new steady-state as the fuel temperature 

increased as shown in Figure 3.9. In addition, as described in Figure 3.10, 

additional expansion of the pellet was found and the thickness of the gap was 

further reduced. In terms of a thermal-hydraulic analysis, the temperature rise of 

the subchannels around the rod number 181 with the increased power was well 

simulated as demonstrated in Figure 3.11. Through these results, it was confirmed 

that CUPID-FINIX coupling including the fuel analysis code that had to be 

operated simultaneously was well established. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Increase of radial temperature over time 
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Figure 3.10 Additional pellet expansion and gap contraction due to power 

increase 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Exit coolant temperature (t=30s) and temperature differences 

(t=35, 40, 60s) from the temperature at 30 seconds 
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Chapter 4. Application of CUPID-FINIX for 

practical reactor core analysis 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Problem specification 

 

In order to demonstrate the capability of realistic fuel behavior simulations, 

one cycle calculation was performed for the VERA quarter core. The purpose of 

the application is to confirm the feasibility of CUPID-FINIX as a pin-by-pin 

analysis tool. The VERA quarter core geometry, which has 14,072 rods and 

15,633 subchannels, is shown in Fig. 4.1. The nuclear fuel nodes were divided 

into 18 radial and 40 axial nodes. For the power input, 30 points reaching 100% 

power were used among the power data obtained through the calculation of one 

cycle of CUPID-nTER (Figure 4.2). To demonstrate the nuclear fuel behavior that 

occurs under normal operating conditions, almost all models that were available in 

FINIX were activated and summarized in Table 4.1. Table 4.2 presents the design 

parameters for fuel rods. The rod geometry is the same as that of a rod of WBN1. 

For the fill gas and initial rod pressure, FINIX default values were used. Most of 

the results were introduced for specific rods with high and low power in the 

hottest assembly, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. 
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Table 4.1 FINIX fuel model options 

FINIX options ON/OFF Description 

Temperature iteration ON - 

Gap conductance ON(3) 
Ross and Stoute model 
(FRAPCON 4.0) 

Cladding elasticity ON 
ELASTO-PLASTIC model 

Cladding plasticity ON 

Cladding oxidation ON 

Pre-transient growth: Dyce 
correlation 
Post-transient growth: Kättö 
model and Baker-Just correlation 

Cladding creep ON(2) Geelhood model 

Plenum ON - 

Fission Gas Release ON 

Intragranular behavior: 
Forsberg-Massih model 
Intergranular behavior: gases 
swelling model – Pastore model 

Pellet swelling ON 

Solid fission products: Geelhood 
model (FRAPCON) 
Gaseous fission products: 
Geelhood and Lusher model 
(MATPRO/FRAPCON) 

Pellet densification ON 
Geelhood and Luscher model 
(MATPRO) 

Pellet relocation ON - 

Radial power 
distribution 

ON TRANSURANUS model 

Failure OFF  
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Table 4.2 Design parameter of fuel rod 

FINIX rod inputs Value 

Pellet outer radius 0.004096   

Cladding inner radius 0.00418   

Cladding outer radius 0.00475   

Fuel height 3.6576   

Plenum length 0.16   

Pellet roughness 2 '  

Cladding roughness 0.5 '  

Fill gas property Helium (100%) 

Fill gas pressure 1.207 ()* 

Fill gas temperature 300 " 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 VERA benchmark 1/4 core geometry 
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Figure 4.2 VERA benchmark 1 cycle power and calculated power from 

CUPID-nTER 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Representative rod in hot assembly 
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4.2 Simulation result 

 

4.2.1 power distribution 
 

First, the study aimed to confirm whether the power change was correctly 

reflected in the calculation. The initial power distribution has a cosine shape in 

which the peak is biased toward the lower part. After that, it has a distribution that 

gradually flattens over time. The power for two representative rods is presented in 

Figure 4.4. For the overall geometry, the results of CUPID standalone and 

CUPID-FINIX for the heat distribution transmitted to subchannels are shown in 

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, respectively. The exit power distribution at the end of 

cycle (EOC) was compared with the CUPID standalone calculation. As can be 

seen in Figure 4.7, CUPID-FINIX predicted the heat at the center of the core 

lower and that at the edges higher compared to CUPID standalone results. This 

was consistent with an absolute error of 0.4 W. 
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Figure 4.4 Axial power distribution at the BOC (up), EOC (down) 
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Figure 4.5 Coolant heat distribution using CUPID standalone 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Coolant heat distribution using CUPID-FINIX 
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Figure 4.7 Differences of coolant heat using CUPID standalone and CUPID-FINIX 
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4.2.2 Fission gas release and internal pressure 
 

Fission gas release (FGR) refers to the ratio of gases produced by nuclear 

fission and released out of the pellet. FINIX can treat both intragranular and 

intergranular gas behavior. This release of fission gas affects swelling, which is 

the expansion behavior of the pellet, and increases the rod’s internal pressure. 

Figure 4.8 describes the average fission gas release and maximum fission gas 

release results for rods 8756 and 8971 during one fuel cycle. It can be seen that 

the initial fission gas release rapidly increases at the high-power rod, and then 

gradually increases thereafter. In the case of the low-power rod, it can be seen that 

fission gas release does not occur. Fission gas is gradually released only after a 

certain threshold point. 

The internal pressure is calculated using the ideal gas equation of state. 

Therefore, the temperature, volume in the gap, and the number of moles of gas are 

important factors. The internal pressure behavior for two representative rods is 

shown in Figure 4.9. The results show that the internal pressure decreases 

temporarily at the beginning and then steadily increases. It can be seen that the 

initial pressure decreased as the gap volume increased owing to the contraction of 

the pellet. Afterward, it shows a steady increase owing to the increase of the fuel 

temperature, the decrease in the gap due to the deformation of the rod, and the 

emission of fission gas. 

Figures 4.10 and Figure 4.11 describe the averaged fission gas release and 

internal pressure at the beginning, middle, and end of cycle of the hottest assembly. 

Based on simulations, it was clearly seen that parameters gradually increased as 

the cycle progressed. For each result, the distribution of all rods, except for guide 

and instrumental tubes, was illustrated as a histogram. Figure 4.12 shows the 
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distribution for the averaged fission gas release. In the initial stage, it can be seen 

that gas emissions do not occur in all rods. After that, there was a gradual increase 

in number of rods in which gas release occurred. At the end of the cycle, the 

maximum value of fission gas release was 4.0318%. Figure 4.13 depicts the 

internal pressure distribution. At the beginning, most of the rods have a low 

pressure, showing a distribution with a high peak. Afterward, it was predicted that 

the peak gradually decreased and shifted to the right as the overall internal 

pressure increased. 
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Figure 4.8 Average and maximum fission gas release at rod number 8756 and 

8971 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Rod internal pressure at rod number 8756 and 8971 
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Figure 4.10 Fission gas release of hot assembly at the BOC, MOC and EOC 
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Figure 4.11 Fission gas release distribution of fuel rods at the BOC, MOC and 

EOC 
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Figure 4.12 Fission gas release distribution of fuel rods at the BOC, MOC and 

EOC 
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Figure 4.13 Internal distribution of fuel rods at the BOC, MOC and EOC 
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4.2.3 Rod deformation 
 

As the coupled code has capability on various phenomena within the nuclear 

fuel, the pellet and cladding deformation can be simulated as shown in Figure 4.14. 

The initial behavior of the nuclear fuel is dominated by the contraction of the 

pellet by densification after thermal expansion. As the cycle progresses, the effect 

of densification decreases. At the same time, there is swelling, which is the 

expansion phenomenon of the pellet, and creep, which is the contraction 

deformation of the cladding. As the deformation continues, the gap closes when 

the pellet and cladding come into contact. In this case, the contact pressure 

increases rapidly. Moreover, the hoop stress changes from a negative value to a 

positive value (Figure 4.15). The maximum contraction of the nuclear fuel occurs 

immediately before contact. In addition, there is a force to expand immediately 

after contact owing to the formation of the inner oxide layer. Figure 4.16 shows 

the gap behavior and contact pressure at the middle and lower height of the high-

power rod number 8756. It can be seen that the gap width decreases steadily after 

the initial increase of the gap width. Furthermore, in the middle section, gap 

closing was captured as the pellet and cladding came into contact at approximately 

110 days. Even if the gap is closed, the minimum thickness of 2.5 μm is 

maintained considering the roughness of the pellet and cladding surface. As shown 

in Figure 4.17, it can be predicted that the gap conductance tended to increase 

because the gap width decreased. In particular, the gap conductance increased 

rapidly as the gap width decreased to 25 μm or less, which causes a decrease in 

the centerline temperature. In Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19, the axial averaged gap 

width and conductance distribution of 12,828 fuel rods are shown as histograms. 

The gap width tended to decrease overall, although the gap remained open for 
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some low-power rods. Conversely, the gap conductance increased gradually. 
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Figure 4.14 Rod deformation of rod number 8756 and 8971 at the BOC and 

EOC 
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Figure 4.15 Cladding outer radius change and hoop stress 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Contact pressure and gap width at the middle and bottom of rod 

number 8756 
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Figure 4.17 Gap conductance and gap width at the middle and bottom of rod 

number 8756 
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Figure 4.18 Gap width of fuel rods at the BOC, MOC and EOC 
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Figure 4.19 Gap conductance of fuel rods at the BOC, MOC and EOC 
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4.2.4 Oxidation 
 

It is important to consider the oxidation phenomenon that occurs under high 

temperature and burnup conditions. FINIX simulates transition oxidation and 

distinguishes the oxidation behavior before and after the transition point. As 

shown in Figure 4.20, oxide grows in a parabolic shape before the transition. 

However, post-transition oxidation proceeds in a linear shape. The thickest oxide 

layer was formed on the upper part of cladding, where the temperature was high. 

With respect to inner oxidation, FINIX was designed to have an inner oxidation 

thickness of 10 μm at the time of contact. In order to consider the thermal 

resistance effect of both inner and outer oxidation, the thermal conductivity of the 

oxide layer should be calculated. Therefore, the thermal conductivity in the oxide 

layer was calculated in FINIX, as illustrated in Figure 4.22. Although the high 

thermal resistance of oxidation was considered, it did not significantly affect the 

temperature distribution owing to the very thin oxide thickness. In Figure 4.23, the 

outer oxide width distribution of each fuel rod at the upper 1/4 height is depicted. 

At the BOC, the oxide layer was not observed. After that, gradual growth was 

observed over time. At the end of the cycle, the overall oxide width distribution 

had increased, and the maximum thickness is 14.3 μm and the minimum thickness 

is 0.18 μm. 
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Figure 4.20 Outer oxide growth at the middle height of rod number 8756 and 

8971 

 

 

Figure 4.21 Outer oxide width distribution along the axial height at the BOC, 

MOC and EOC 
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Figure 4.22 Thermal conductivity distribution at the middle of rod number 8756 
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Figure 4.23 Outer oxide width of fuel rods at the BOC, MOC and EOC (upper 1/4 

height) 
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4.2.5 Coolability 
 

Owing to the deformation of nuclear fuel and the growth of the oxide layer, 

nuclear fuel contracted during the cycle of normal operating conditions. The 

changed radius information was set as a coupling variable and transferred to 

CUPID. Therefore, the flow path area was updated in real-time. Figure 4.24 

demonstrates the change in the porosity value, which represents the ratio of the 

flow area to the subchannel area. It can be seen that although the flow path area 

temporarily decreases at the beginning owing to the thermal expansion of fuel 

rods, it increases steadily thereafter. Figure 4.25 shows the comparison results of 

the exit porosity between CUPID standalone and CUPID-FINIX at the end of the 

cycle. The decrease in the coolant velocity due to the change in the flow area was 

also well captured. In order to maintain the mass continuity, the velocity decreased 

by approximately 1% as the area increased (Figure 4.26). By doing this, it is 

expected that the more realistic thermal-hydraulic analysis will be possible if the 

change in the rod radius becomes significant owing to accident conditions.
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Figure 4.24 Differences in porosity between CUPID standalone and CUPID-FINIX  
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Figure 4.25 Results of exit porosity at EOC 

 

 

Figure 4.26 Results of exit coolant velocity at EOC 
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4.2.6 Temperature 
 

The temperature results considering both the mechanical and thermal 

behaviors of nuclear fuel were calculated. Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28 depict the 

coolant temperature distribution for the entire geometry obtained using CUPID 

standalone and CUPID-FINIX. The coolant temperature of the center of the 

reactor core was high at the middle of cycle (MOC). At the end of the cycle, the 

distribution of the coolant temperature became uniform. There was no significant 

difference in the coolant temperature between the CUPID standalone and CUPID-

FINIX coupled simulation. As shown in Figure 4.29, the difference in the exit 

coolant temperature for two simulations was within 0.15 K at the EOC.  

For the fuel temperature distribution, results at the middle and lower part of 

rod number 8971 were compared for both codes (Figure 4.30). At the middle 

height, as the gap width was reduced, the interval in which the temperature rapidly 

increases disappeared because of the increased gap conductance. For this reason, 

the fuel centerline temperature was calculated to be relatively low in coupled code 

simulations. In the case of the lower part, because the gap width is maintained at a 

certain level, the temperature rapidly increases at the gap was captured, unlike the 

middle part. In addition, it was confirmed that the fuel temperature of the coupled 

code was higher than that of the CUPID standalone. In Figure 4.31, the variations 

in the fuel centerline temperature with time are presented for rods 8756 and 8971. 

It mainly affects the power distribution. Therefore, the fuel temperature increased 

as the power increased in the upper 1/4 part of the rod. In contrast, a decrease in 

the fuel temperature was demonstrated at the middle part owing to a power 

decrease. Figure 4.32 illustrates the averaged fuel centerline temperature of the 

hottest assembly rods. The initially high temperature at the BOC decreases as the 
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gap becomes narrow. After that, a slight temperature increase trend was captured. 

The maximum temperature distribution of fuel rods is presented in Figure 4.33. 

Initially, a relatively gradual peak was formed in the high-temperature region. 

After this, the maximum temperature decreases owing to the effect of the rod 

deformation. There is a tendency to vibrate in the range of 1200 K to 1300 K, 

which is the result of changing the rod with a maximum temperature, as shown in 

Figure 4.31, and the influence of the power distribution. The maximum 

temperature shown over the entire cycle is 1798.2 K and the minimum 

temperature is 661.85 K. 

In FINIX, the TRANSURANUS burnup model was implemented by VTT. 

Therefore, the rim effect of nuclear fuel can be considered. Figure 4.34 and Fig. 

4.35, respectively, show the burnup distribution and temperature distribution 

under constant power conditions with and without the TRANSURANUS model. 

By considering the phenomenon of increasing local burnout at the edge, it is 

possible to prevent an excessive increase in the fuel centerline temperature by 

controlling the burnup and power at the center to a low level. The centerline 

temperature did not rise significantly at the MOC and EOC, as demonstrated in 

Figure 4.36. Figures 4.37 and 4.38 show the radial relative power and burnup 

distribution inside the pellet in this calculation. It can be seen that the initial 

uniform distribution gradually became higher at the edge and lower at the center. 

In addition, it was also confirmed that the thermal conductivity at the edge was 

significantly reduced owing to increased burnup, as seen in Figure 4.39. This 

decrease in thermal conductivity can cause an increase in the overall temperature, 

which can explain the fact that the lower part temperature in Figure 4.30 was 

higher than the result of the CUPID standalone. By reflecting this realistic 
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phenomenon, the pin-by-pin fuel analysis capability of CUPID-FINIX was 

confirmed even for the whole core simulation, and can contribute to providing 

accurate initial conditions for an accident analysis. 
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Figure 4.27 Results of coolant temperature using CUPID standalone 

 

 

Figure 4.28 Results of coolant temperature using CUPID-FINIX 
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Figure 4.29 Results of exit coolant temperature 
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Figure 4.30 Radial temperature of rod number 8971 at the middle and bottom 

height 
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Figure 4.31 Fuel centerline temperature of rod number 8756 and 8971 at the 
middle and upper 1/4 height 
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Figure 4.32 Averged fuel centerline temperature of hot assembly at the BOC, 

MOC and EOC 
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Figure 4.33 Maximum temperature of fuel rods at the BOC, MOC and EOC 
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Figure 4.34 Differences of radial burnup distribution in FINIX standalone 

(TRANSURANUS model test) 
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Figure 4.35 Differences of radial temperature distribution in FINIX standalone 

(TRANSURANUS model test) 
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Figure 4.36 Radial temperature of rod number 8756 and 8971 at the middle height 

 

 

 

Figure 4.37 Radial power distribution of rod number 8756 and 8971 at the middle 

height 
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Figure 4.38 Radial burnup distribution of rod number 8756 and 8971 at the middle 

height 

 

 

 

Figure 4.39 Thermal conductivity of rod number 8756 and 8971 at the middle 

height 
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Chapter 5. Conclusions 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Summary 

 

This study was carried out to improve the nuclear core analysis capability of 

CUPID as a safety analysis tool. The objective of this study is to implement the 

ability to produce pin-by-pin transient analysis results so that they can be used in 

an accident analysis. In addition, it is to provide an accurate condition in the initial 

state of an accident. 

First, to establish the code coupling, the characteristics of the fuel code 

coupling, which executes one process for one rod, were identified. TCP/IP-based 

socket communication was selected for the data transfer between codes. 

According to the number of ports opened in FINIX, single-port and multi-port 

methods can be applied. In the multi-port method, only a routine to open a port is 

implemented without modifying the code. Therefore, it is necessary to open the 

same number of ports as the number of rods to be analyzed. For the single-port 

method, the parallelization of FINIX needs to be implemented to open only one 

port. MPI and OpenMP were selected as parallelization methods. A coupling 

method suitable for the situation was suggested, and to minimize code 

modification, the multi-port method was adopted. For the large-scale analysis, it is 

recommended to choose the single-port method with good extensibility.  

To verify CUPID-FINIX, the postulated transient situation for VERA single 
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assembly geometry was simulated, and it was compared with the results of 

CUPID standalone calculation. It was confirmed that the same coolant 

temperature was obtained in the calculation using the same power. In addition, a 

situation in which the power of one rod increases was assumed to demonstrate the 

transient situation. As a result, the deformation of the fuel, the change in the fuel, 

and the coolant temperature were well calculated. It indicated that not only 

CUPID-FINIX was well established, but also coupling variables were well 

exchanged.  

CUPID-FINIX was applied to confirm that the actual nuclear fuel behavior 

was demonstrated under normal operating conditions. It was simulated in the 

VERA quarter core geometry with 14,072 rods. The power information obtained 

from the calculation result of CUPID-nTER was used. Variables as initial 

conditions for an accident analysis such as fission gas, rod internal pressure, fuel 

deformation, and fuel temperature were derived by reflecting realistic phenomena. 

Through this, the feasibility of CUPID-FINIX, which can perform the pin-by-pin 

analysis for the whole core, was confirmed. 
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5.2 Recommendation 

 

In this study, approximately 14,000 rods of the analysis were performed owing 

to the limitation with respect to available computing power. However, if the 

single-port method presented in this study is used, it is possible to simulate the 

whole core with approximately 50,000 rods in an environment with a sufficient 

number of CPU cores. In addition, transient analyses for scenarios such as the 

power ramping scenario can be demonstrated in the whole core scale. The 

validation of this code has not yet been performed. Therefore, there is the need for 

code-to-code validation with legacy codes such as FRAPCON and FRAPTRAN. 

In addition, in order to function as a safety analysis tool, a high-fidelity coupled 

analysis tool can be established by integrating this research with CUPID-nTER, 

which is already verified and validated. By doing this, it is expected that the 

integrated multi-physics-coupled analysis can be performed comprehensively, 

which contains the neutronics, thermal-hydraulics, and fuel behavior. 
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국문초록 
 

 

원자력 발전을 시작한 이래로 경제성과 에너지 효율을 향상시키기 

위해 핵연료의 연소도는 꾸준히 증가해왔다. 그로 인해 기존에는 고려

되지 않았던 핵연료 현상들이 관측되었고 그에 관한 다양한 연구가 진

행되었다. 핵연료 파편화, 재배치, 분산이나 산화에 의한 침적 등은 핵

연료의 취화를 유발하여 건전성에 위협을 가하게 된다. 이에, 최근 전세

계적으로 비상노심냉각계통 허용기준의 개정이 진행되면서 고연소도 조

건에서 핵연료 현상을 허용기준에 반영하게 하였으며, 안전해석 시 모

델링 요건으로 내면산화현상 고려 및 크러드, 산화막에 의한 열저항 효

과 반영을 추가하였다. 이러한 추세에, 우리나라도 2016년부터 개정을 

진행하고 있다. 

안전해석 시 핵연료 현상을 정확히 반영해야 하는 요구가 높아지면

서 핵연료 코드를 이용한 다물리 연계해석이 주목받고 있다. 특히 핵연

료봉은 부수로와 맞닿아 있기 때문에 부수로 열수력 해석과 핵연료 해

석을 연계하여 실제적인 피드백 현상을 고려하는 것이 중요하다. 국내 

연구기관에서는 이미 열수력-핵연료 연계에 관한 연구가 진행되어 

MATRA-FRAPCON, MCS-CTF-FRAPCON 등의 연계코드들이 개발된 바 

있으며, 이러한 연계해석을 통해 최적의 노심상태를 도출할 수 있다. 하

지만 해당연구들의 경우, 정상상태 해석만 가능한 FRAPCON을 연계함

으로써, 과도상태 해석의 기반을 마련하지 못했다는 한계가 있다. 

본 연구에서는 과도해석을 위한 열수력-핵연료 연계체계 구축을 목
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표로 하였다. 열수력 해석코드는 한국원자력연구원에서 개발한 3차원 2

상 유체 해석 코드인 CUPID를 선정하였다. 선행 연구에서 CUPID는 부

수로 단위 해석을 위해 cross flow, turbulent mixing 모델 등이 도입되고 

검증이 수행된 바 있으며, 중성자 수송 코드인 nTER코드와 연계 시 부

수로 해석을 담당하여 연소계산 검증이 수행되었다. 핵연료 코드는 핀

란드의 연구기관 VTT에서 개발한 FINIX코드를 선정하였다. FINIX 코드

는 연계해석에 특화된 코드로 사용법이 용이하며, 정상상태와 과도상태 

해석이 모두 가능하다는 장점이 있다. 또한 VTT는 핵연료 내에서 발생

하는 연소도를 고려한 열적 기계적 거동을 모사하기 위해 FINIX에 다

양한 모델을 도입 및 검증하였다.  

CUPID-FINIX 연계해석을 위해서 TCP/IP 기반 소켓통신방법을 채택

하였다. 핵연료 코드의 특성상 코드 1개 당 연료봉 1개 해석을 원칙으

로 하고 있으며, 다중 봉에 대한 연계계산 시 과도해석을 위해서는 모

든 코드가 동시에 작동하면서 변하는 현상을 반영할 수 있어야 한다. 

따라서 핵연료 코드의 병렬적 시행이 필수적이며 이를 위해 선행연구에

서 제시된 싱글 포트방식과 멀티 포트방식 두 가지 모두를 채택하여 효

율적인 방법을 찾고자 하였다. 코드 수정이 최소화되는 멀티 포트 방식

과 확장성이 좋은 싱글 포트 방식을 구분하여 작은 규모 계산에는 멀티 

포트 방식을, 큰 규모 계산에는 싱글 포트 방식을 이용하는 것이 유리

함을 확인하였다. 

연계의 적절성 확인을 위하여 가정된 과도상황에 대해 CUPID-FINIX 

연계코드의 검증을 수행하였다. VERA 단일 집합체에 대하여 기존 
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CUPID-nTER 연계계산으로부터 얻은 BOC 출력 정보를 이용하였으며, 

일정 출력 조건하에서 정상상태에 도달하는 것을 확인하였고 핵연료 소

결체에서의 팽창이 모사되었다. 이후 특정 연료봉의 출력을 1.2배 증가

시킨 뒤 추가적인 소결체의 팽창, 핵연료 중심온도 상승을 확인하였다. 

또한 출력이 증가된 연료봉 주변 부수로들의 유체온도 상승도 모사되었

다. 

이후, 실제적인 조건에 적용하기 위해 VERA 1/4 노심 대상 정상운전 

조건 1주기 계산을 수행하였다. 마찬가지로 CUPID-nTER 연계계산에서 

얻었던 출력분포 중 100% 출력에 달하는 30개 정보를 이용하였다. 

FINIX에서 swelling, densification, creep과 같은 변형 현상과 핵분열생성기

체 방출, 산화현상 등을 고려하도록 하였다. 그 결과, 핵연료 봉 중단부

에서 갭이 닫히며 소결체-피복관 접촉현상이 모사되었고 주기 말 핵연

료봉의 수축이 모사되었다. 산화막의 성장 및 봉변형 등으로 인한 유로

면적의 변화를 반영한 유체온도를 CUPID 단독계산결과와 비교하였으나 

변형이 크지 않은 조건이므로 큰 온도차를 유발하지는 않음을 확인하였

다. 또한 핵연료봉 온도결과의 경우 CUPID 단독계산에서는 고려하지 

못했던 갭의 거동과 rim effect를 반영함으로써 더 낮은 중심온도를 예측

하였다. 이를 통해 핵연료 현상을 반영한 전노심 대상 봉 단위 과도해

석의 유효성을 확인하였다. 

본 연구에서는 안전해석 시 봉 단위 거동을 확인할 수 있는 기초를 

마련하였다. 특정 변수에 대해 연료봉 분포결과를 제시함으로써 전체적

인 봉 데이터를 제시하였다. 또한 핵연료 코드 동시 실행에 대한 방법
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론을 개발하고 구분하여 향후 다물리 연계해석에 참고될 만한 지표를 

제안하였다. 
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